

London 2600 Christmas Party 2013 Snowden Quiz - Answers
=====================================

Former CIA / NSA / Dell / Booz Allen Hamilton contractor Edward Snowden's revelations have led to some of the most important and interesting news stories this year.

Some of you must have been following these closely, so here are a few Quiz Questions on the topic:


1) Which of the freelance journalists working for major newspapers which published the first  Edward Snowden sourced stories did  he make his  initial contact with ?

a) Glenn Greenwald - freelance for The Guardian, now moving to own media organisation funded by eBay billionaire - Snowden-made initial contact, which Greenwald did not follow up, because he was not at the time set up for encrypted communications, thereby nearly missing the "news  scoop of the century"

b) Laura Poitras - now freelance for Der Spiegel - she was au fait with PGP / GPG & OTR chat and then she got Greenwald to get up to speed. 
    - 1 point

c) Barton Gellmann - freelance for Washington Post - called in after Greenwald & Poitras to help validate whether Snowden had access to genuine national security secrets 


2) Back in January 2013, before he revealed his identity in June, Edward Snowden used a pseudonym in his dealings with journalist. This was, presumably deliberately,  the opposite of the old hacker
handle which used be used by Julian Assange. What were these pseudonyms ?

   - 2 points for : Verax = "truth teller" used by Snowden

   - 1 point for Mendax = "liar, deceiver" used by Assange


3) What is the name of the encrypted email provider which was forced to shut down due to legal subpoenas for web server private crypto keys etc. after Edward Snowden used it to gather human rights activists & NGOs to a press conference whilst in the transit zone of Moscow airport ?

 - 1 point for Lavabit  -  edsnowden@lavabit.com 


4) What did the UK Government force The Guardian newspaper to do with some of its copies of Snowden documents in London ?

 - 1 pont for: They had to physicsally destroy a couple of Apple laptop computers using Black & Decker power tools, including grinding the surfaces of the hard disk platters and chips N.B. severla other copies of the data held overseas

5) When David Miranda, the Brazilian (gay) partner of Glenn Greenwald was held for 9 hours at Heathrow under Terrorism Act 2000 Schedule 7and had all his electronic devices seized, what did the UK Government allege he was carrying ?

1 point - 58,000 GCHQ Top Secret / Secret documents which somehow Edwward Snowden had access to from Hawaii, whilstnot even working directly for the NSA - possibly access to GCHQ Wiki

1 extra point - only 75 fragemnets  / files were "reconstructed" - no sign tthat the encryption was broken

6) What was / is  Operation SOCIALIST ?

1 point - GCHQ malware infilitration / total compromise  of BELGACOM mobile ISP in Brussels

7) According to a  Snowden document published by Der Speigel  (later censored) where in the UK is there a technical support base for the NSA / CIA Special Collection Service which snoops on mobile phones and radio traffic from about 80 US Embassies around the world  e.g. on Angela Merkel in Germany ?

1 point - RAF Croughton in Northamptonshire 
 

#Snowden #GCHQ code words / cover names N.B. some of these are used & abused by both countries

GCHQ
=====

CHEESY NAME - easily the best code name revealed all year ! - Program to single out vulnerable encryption keys e.g. MD5 signed <1024 bit Digital Certificates 
EDGEHILL - English Civil War battle name equivalent to NSA BULLRUN (American Civil War battle) to secrely weaken encryption standards and commercial products - realy stupid as this makes it easier for crriminals !
FLYING PIG - Tool/knowledge base for TLS/SSL encrypted traffic
HUSH PUPPY - Knowledge base for encrypted traffic
MULLENIZE - programme for linking machines to IP addresses - using "stains" inflicted via web browser injections 
ONIONBREATH - Program for detecting hidden services on the TOR network
QUICK ANT - Tool for Tor data as part of the FLYING PIG program
TEMPORA - huge transatlantic / european fibre optic communications cable mass surveillance caching system - 3 to 5 days "full take" up to 30 days of Meta Data / Communications Data i.e. most UK internet traffic

- 8 points

NSA
===

BOUNDLESSINFORMANT - summarises millions of telephone and internet meta data snooping captures every month around the world 
BULLRUN - American Civil War battle name equivalent to GCHQ EDGEHILL (English Civil War battle) to secrely weaken encryption standards and commercial products - realy stupid as this makes it easier for criminals !
FOXACID - Windows 2003 servers which do the malware exploit insertion when a target has been redirected via QUANTUM
EGOTISTICALGIRAFFE (EGGI) - NSA program for exploiting the TOR network * - specific Firefox version exploit
MUSCULAR  - Joint NSA-GCHQ operation to tap the cables linking Google and Yahoo data clouds to the internet * Part of WINDSTOP
PRISM - Program for collecting foreign internet data from US internet companies
QUANTUM - fast Secret servers placed by NSA (and also GCHQ)  to redirect traffic for main-on side or man-in-middle packet attacks at key places on the internet backbone; part of the TURMOIL program *

- 8 points
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